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Another factor could be that staff are engaged and motivated. Screening Records Check to see whether there is
documentation still to be provided by employee eg. Sickness Sickness levels are used in order to reach a final
decision Union Member Is the employee a member of the Union â€” for consultation period may want a
Union representative present at meetings 1. Second I will discourse the deductions associating to personnel
records. This rule places a duty to take stairss to guarantee truth of information processed and stored. There
are number of reasons why an organisation needs to collect HR data, one of them is satisfy legal requirements.
Office desks should be kept clear of any personal information. Chartered Institute of Personnel and
Development. A description of the methods of storing records and the benefits of each. Why is it of import for
the administration to efficaciously input and recover information? Common illustrations of types of
informations stored on a database would be name. Twitter 0 The HR Department of any company holds some
of the most confidential and sensitive information in the organization. For illustration if an employee suffers
from a medical status such as epilepsy and this has non been input into the system because of an mistake so
staff may non understand or be cognizant if they had an epileptic tantrum. Data relating to employees is of a
highly contentious and potentially litigious nature and has to be managed in accordance with compliance
regulations. Daniels  Martin et Al Human Resource Practice. Positive developments observed this year have
seen a rise including the use of flexible working approaches and initiatives aimed at helping people balance
the demands from work and their homes. For illustration as this administration tends to use a important figure
of pupils during the holiday period they would be able to look at records from old old ages and possibly
re-employ pupils who had a good old record in attending and public presentation etc. Absence direction being
one of the maps Daniels refers to. Another illustration as to why forces records need to be input and retrieved
right would associate to medical information. When roll uping the information sensible stairss must be taken
to guarantee the information is right. Manual data must be stored securely and away from threats, for example
in a locked fireproof cabinet. First I will discourse the deductions associating to payroll. It also applies to the
private sector where an organisation holds data on behalf of a public organisation. How to cite this page
Choose cite format:. Two grounds as to why the above mentioned administration would necessitate to
maintain employee records are as follows ; 1 To fulfill legal demands â€” There are legion legal demands sing
the recording of employee records. Employers need to collect both qualitative They could besides hold more
portion clip employees throughout the twelvemonth. Also due to the numbers and monetary values included in
the data extraction reports, I thought that it would be easier to understand the calculations, best analysed and
clearer to read by producing an excel report. ICS Limited. Organizations need to collect HR data because:?
Accurately recorded HR data provides the organisation with knowledge and information to produce factual
reports that may help in identifying problems, HR data also helps the organisation to make decisions on things
such as promotion and redundancy. This would enable determination shapers to expeditiously and
efficaciously analyse tendencies associating to all the Stores. In conclusion I believe that my report will
provide clear information to the Board of Directors, not only about the financial impact of making each of the
engineers redundant but also it will give them information about their overall performance, length of service
with the Company, information relating to sickness, disciplinaries and whether they are employed on a full or
part time basis, enabling them to make their decision. Decision shapers should besides guarantee that the
absence policy is being managed by line directors and that directors are right trained in following the policy.
These may non ever come with the standard bundle. Employment protection rights demand that we keep
records to protect ourselves, as employers, from claims that we have discriminated against or unfairly
dismissed employees. HR data is collected in order to provide information for consultation requirements, for
example, in the event of redundancy there is a need to consult with employees in order to provide information
with regards to alternative jobs, pay rates and skills required as well as keeping records of the actual
consultation meetings. An illustration of how they could better this would be to offer overtime to bing
employees instead than engaging impermanent workers for the Christmas period. Another cardinal country
determination shapers should concentrate on are cardinal tendencies of absence types. The HR section may
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necessitate to bring forth letters for employees associating to anything such as a alteration in working hours to
information about a sickness absence.


